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Abstract

Of 6852 islands that make up the Japanese archipelago, 261 are isolated, inhabited 
islands with a total population of approximately 434,000 people concentrated in 
a total area of 5255 km2. Within 5 years from 2001 to 2005, island population 
decreased by 8.3% compared to 0.7% increase in the national population. The Izu 
Island group, administered by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, consists of 
nine separate islands: Izu-Ohshima, Toshima, Niijima, Shikinejima, Kouzushima, 
Miyakejima, Mikurajima, Hachijojima, and Aogashima. In 2009, the total popu-
lation of the Izu Islands was 24,645, spread over a total area of 296.56 km2. The 
largest island is Izu-Oshima (population: 8346, area: 91.06 km2) and the small-
est island is Toshima (population: 292, area: 4.12 km2). The primary industries 
in the Izu Islands are fi sheries, agriculture, and tourism, although the extent to 
which these are practiced varies between islands. Communication between vari-
ous islands is by cargo-passenger boats, jetfoils, and aircrafts. While each island 
has a harbor or more, the fi ve airports are on Izu-Ohshima, Niijima, Kouzushima, 
Miyakejima, and Hachijojima; the smaller islands can be reached by helicopter. 
In the event of tsunami, storm and fl ood damages, volcano eruption, etc. disaster 
prevention measures have been planned for each island by the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government. These measures include supplying residents with hazard maps, ref-
uge guidance, transport system for emergency supplies, simple sign, and radios. 
The present conditions, issues in future, and disaster prevention measures in the 
Izu Islands are discussed in this chapter.
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1 Introduction

The Japanese Archipelago, which forms the country of Japan, extends roughly 
from northeast to southwest along the northeastern coast of the Eurasia main-
land, washing upon the northwestern shores of the Pacifi c Ocean. The archipelago 
consists of 6852 islands, including the four main islands (Honsyu, Hokkaido, 
Shikoku, and Kyusyu). Two hundred and sixty one isolated, inhabited islands of 
6847 isolated islands excepted for Honsyu, Hokkaido, Shikoku, and Kyusyu from 
6852 islands are designated by the Law for Development of Isolated Islands in 
Japan [1]. Isolated islands are almost far away from the mainlands where there are 
high buildings, cities, towns, etc. The area and the population of isolated, inhab-
ited islands designated by the Law for Development of Isolated Islands in Japan 
[1] are about 5255 km2 (1.39% vs. national area) and 434,000 persons (0.34% vs. 
national population). The isolated islands are surrounded by natural beauty and 
blessed with sightseeing and marine resources, and they also cover important roles 
of land and environmental preservation. Many isolated islands have possibility 
of territorial integrity as well as development. The culture of economic power, 
stable life, and public happiness is tried by executing various facilities based on 
isolated island politics every year. However, the remarkable difference of incom-
ings and living standards between main lands and isolated islands remains in par-
ticular circumstance of isolated islands being surrounded by sea, a small area, and 
far away from the cultural center of mainland. This chapter discusses the infra-
structure maintenance and the disaster prevention measures on isolated islands as 
an example of Izu Islands in the region of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government 
administratively in Japan.

2 Outlines of Izu Islands

The Izu Islands are oceanic islands and a chain of volcanic islands scattered over 
several hundred kilometers south of Tokyo, Japan as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 [2]. 
The Izu Islands are a group of volcanic islands stretching south and east from 
the Izu Peninsula of Honsyu, Japan. Administratively, they form two towns and 
six villages. The largest is Izu Oshima, usually called simply Ohshima. Although 
traditionally referred to as the “Izu Seven,” there are in fact more than a dozen 
islands and islets. Nine out of them are currently inhabited. The total adminis-
trated area of the Izu Islands is about 301.56 km2 and is home to 24,242 people 
in 2005. All the islands lie within the Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park. Each of Izu 
Ohshima and Hachijojima forms two towns. The remaining seven islands form six 
villages, with Niijima and Shikinejima forming one village. Three subprefectures 
(Ohshima, Miyake, and Hachijo) are formed above the municipalities as branch 
offi ces of the Tokyo metropolitan government. Volcanic activity is frequent in the 
area. The Eruption of Myoujin-shou in 1953 killed 31 people when the research 
vessel Kaiyou Maru No. 5 was destroyed.
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Volcanic activity, including the release of harmful gases, forced the evacuation 
of Miyakejima in 2000. In February 2005, residents were allowed to return per-
manently to the island but were required to carry gas masks in the case of future 
volcanic emissions. The Izu Islands lie southeast of mainland Tokyo in Pacifi c 
Ocean. The closest, Izu-Ohshima, is 108 km away, while Aogashima is 354 km 

Figure 1: Japan Islands. 

Figure 2: Izu Islands.
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away from the Tokyo Metropolitan Offi ce. Each island is unique, in which it has 
its own character and all sorts of marine sports such as swimming, scuba diving, 
surfi ng, and fi shing can be enjoyed. There are many places that offer scenic 
beauty, which are crowded with tourists during the summer. These are the islands 
found in a fairly straight line from the southeastern shore of the Izu Peninsula to 
the south. They are islands popular as marine resorts where you can enjoy activ-
ities such as fi shing and diving. All the Izu Islands offer their own unique fea-
tures such as Izu-Ohshima famous for Mt. Mihara (active volcano) and 
Izu-Ohshima camellias, Hachijojima with its history as a penal colony, and 
Mikurajima where dolphin watching can be enjoyed. The fauna and fl ora have 
gone through their own evolution since the islands are isolated from the main-
land. Therefore, you will fi nd an ecosystem that is rare and unique. Dolphins and 
whales live in the nearby sea, attracting many tourists who enjoy watching these 
sea mammals. These are the inhabited islands of the Izu Islands on the Honsyu 
(mainland) side. Generally, Izu-Ohshima, Toshima, Niijima, Kouzushima, 
Miyakejima, Hachijojima, and Mikurajima are considered as the seven islands 
but sometimes Shikinejima and Aogashima are also included. Each of these 
islands are extremely characteristic such as Ohshima famous for Mt. Mihara and 
Ohshima camellias, Niijima with its many beautiful beaches, Kouzushima with 
its amazing white sandy shores, Miyakejima once again being gradually visited 
by tourists after evacuation orders due to volcanic eruption have been lifted, and 
Hachijojima where its one-of-a-kind culture featuring textiles and performing art 
is preserved. These islands are blessed with lush greenery and beautiful sea and 
are popular leisure spots where you can enjoy diving, surfi ng, bird watching, and 
trekking [2]. The Tokyo Metropolitan Government proposed the Promotion Plan 
of Isolated Island in Tokyo over 10 years (2003–2012) in 2003 [3]. The basic 
policy is the independent development of Izu Islands based on having all in all to 
nation common property in space of valuable healing. Izu Islands with Ogas-
awara Islands secure about 45% of Exclusive Economic Zone in Japan. The 
important policy of the Promotion Plan is the establishment of an island based on 
the tourism that is sightseeing cooperated with agriculture and fi shery, synthetic 
network of communication in viewpoint of visitors, intensifi cation of highly 
information and communication bases, and establishment of the crisis manage-
ment system. Besides, the maintenance of life environments, medical institu-
tions, welfare facilities, educational institutions, cultural properties, etc. are 
planned and executed in Izu Islands at present. Moreover, The Public Corpora-
tion of Promotion in Izu and Ogasawara Islands was established by the founda-
tion of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government and the communities of islands in 
1998 [4]. The main businesses are the sales drive of special products in each 
island, the supports of the navigation among each island by the heli-commuter 
(see Figs. 3–16) [5]. 
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Figure 3: Traffi c network from Tokyo Metropolitan to Izu Islands.

Figure 4:  Jetfoil (high-speed boat). 1 h 45 min (from Tokyo to Ohshima), 2 h 
50 min to 3 h 40 min (from Tokyo to Niijima, Shikinejima, Kouzushima), 
45 min  to 1 h (from Atami, Kurihama, Tateyama to Ohshima).
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Figure 5:  Boat ride. 8 h (from Tokyo to Ohshima), 9 h 40 min to 11 h 10 
min. (from Tokyo to Toshima, Niijima, Shikinejima, Kouzushima, 
Mikurajima, and Hachijojima).

Figure 6:  Air plane. 25–35 min (from Tokyo to Ohshima), 35–40 min (from Tokyo 
to Niijima, Kouzushima, Miyakejima, and Hachijojima).

Figure 7:  Helicopter. 10–25 min (from Ohshima to Toshima, Miyakejima, 
Mikurajima, Hachijojima, and Aogashima).
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Figure 8: Ohshima (33.733°N, 139.4°E).

Figure 9: Toshima (34.517N°, 139.283°E).
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Figure 10: Niijima(34.367°N, 139.267°E).

Figure 11. Shikinejima(34.325°N,139.217°E).
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Figure 12: Kouzushima(34.217°N,139.15°E).

Figure 13: Miyakejima (34.083°N, 139.533°E).
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Figure 14: Mikurajima (33.875°N, 139.6°E).

Figure 15: Hachijojima (33.117°N, 139.783°E).
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Figure 16: Aogashima (31.88°N, 139.92°E).

3 Population, aging, and industrial structures of Izu Islands

Izu Islands have been losing population every year. Table 1 shows changes of Izu 
Islands, isolated islands, and national population in Japan [6].

Table 2 shows changes of population in towns and villages of Izu Islands in 
2000 and 2005, where the population of Miyakejima in 2000 is before the eruption 
of Mt. Oyama, and the population and the area of Shikinejima are contained in 
those of Niijima [6].

Table 3 shows the age group of Izu Islands in 2005, where the age group of 
Shikinejima is contained in that of Niijima [6].

The industrial structures of Izu Islands were the primary industry 12%, the sec-
ondary industry 22%, and the tertiary industry 66% on average in 2005. Employ-
ers of agriculture and fi shery in the primary industry and employees of construction, 
manufacture, and mining in the secondary industry in 2005 have been decreasing 
compared with those in the past, but employers of information, transport, accom-
modation, real estate, and living-relation in the tertiary industry in 2005 have been 
increasing every year. The industry of Izu Islands is mainly fi shery, agriculture, 
and sightseeing though they vary at each island. For example, the sightseeing is the 
support of Izu-Ohshima, Niijima, Miyakejima, and Mikurajima, agriculture and 
forestry of the camellia is a prosperous business at Toshima, fi shery is famous at 
Kouzushima, and animal husbandry of milking cows is the basic industry at 
Aogashima. Hachijojima is popular among surfers, and scuba diving points are 
many and varied. Hachijojima is also known for its natural hot spring, hiking, 
waterfalls, and natural beauty. Table 4 is industrial structures of each island in 
2005 [6].
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Table 3: Age group of Izu islands.

Town or Village 0–14 years old (%) 15–64 years old (%) Above 65 years old (%)

Izu-Ohshima 12.0 59.9 28.1
Toshima 10.6 66.7 22.8
Niijima 11.9 56.8 31.3
Kouzushiima 14.9 60.7 24.4
Miyakejima 5.7 56.4 37.9
Mikurajima 16.5 69.2 14.3
Hachijojima 12.7 58.3 29.0
Aogashima 20.2 65.2 14.6 

Table 4: Industrial structures of each island.

Island Primary (%) Secondary (%) Third (%)

Izu-Ohshima 8 16 76
Toshima 21 19 60
Niijima (Contain Shikinejima) 7 23 68
Kouzushima 19 14 67
Miyakejima 6 25 69
Mikurajima 2 25 73
Hachijojima 19 17 64
Aogashima 10 36 54

Table 1: Changes of population (persons).

Year Izu islands Isolated island National

1960 38,707 923,062 94,301,623
1970 32,539 736,712 104,665,171
1980 31,902 630,536 117,060,396
1990 30,032 546,505 123,611,167
2000 28,756 472,312 126,925,843
2005 26,242 433,712 127,767,994

Table 2: Changes of population in Izu islands.

Town or village 2000 (persons) 2005 (persons) Area (km2)

Izu-Ohshima 9549 8702 91.06 
Toshima 297 308 4.12 
Niijima 3180 3161 27.83 
Kouzushima 2263 2068 18.87 
Miyakejima 3783 2439 55.50 
Hachijojima 9305 8837 77.62 
Mikurajima 258 292 20.58 
Aogashima 193 214 5.98 
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Table 5: The ratio of land use (%).

A B C D E F G H I J

(1) 5.3 0.6 0.9 0.2 2.9 4.7 0.1 64.3 21.1 14.7
(2) 3.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 3.4 2.2 0.1 67.8 22.3 9.9
(3) 4.6 3.2 1.1 0.3 3.2 2.7 0.1 72.0 12.8 15.2
(4) 2.5 0.7 0.2 0.3 4.0 10.7 0.2 54.6 26.8 18.6
(5) 2.8 0.4 0.1 0.2 2.4 4.5 0.3 77.5 11.8 10.7
(6) 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.7 1.4 0.0 84.2 13.0  2.8
(7) 5.2 0.5 0.6 0.8 4.5 12.8 0.2 71.4  4.1 24.4
(8) 2.0 0.9 0.2 0.9 2.0 10.3 0.0 57.1 26.7 16.2
(9) 3.8 0.8 0.6 0.3 2.9 6.0 0.1 71.5 14.1 14.5

(1) Izu-Ohshima, (2) Toshima, (3) Niijima, (4) Kouzushima, (5) Miyakejima, (6) Mikurajima, 
(7) Hachijojima, (8) Aogashima, and (9) Isu Islands
A: Residential area, B: Other use area of outdoor, C: Park, D: Nonuse area, E: Road, F: Farmland, 
G: Water surface, H:. Forest, I: Field, J: Other than forest and fi eld.

4 Land uses, infrastructures, and tourism of Izu Islands

At present the natural land is about 86%, the urban district is about 8% (contained 
the residential area 4%), and the farmland is about 6% in Izu Islands. The trend of 
land uses is that the residential area is increasing and the forest is decreasing every 
year. Of the residential area, the independent houses and the educational culture 
facilities are increasing, but the facility of agriculture, forestry and fi shery, accom-
modation, playground, and apartment are decreasing every year. The ratio of land 
use at each island of Izu Island is shown in Table 5 [7].

The land use division of the residential area at each islands is shown in Table 6 
[7]. The land use of houses is 40–60% at many islands excepted for Aogashima.

There are 5 airports, 15 harbors, and 19 fi shing ports in Izu Islands. Three air-
lines are navigated at about 30 min to 1 h between Haneda (Tokyo International 
Airport) and Izu Ohshima, Miyakejima, Hachijojima, and three commuter air-
lines are navigated at about 30 min to 1 h between Choufu air port and Izu-
Oshima, Niijima, Kouzushima. Also, there are regular heli-commuter (commuter 
airline of helicopter) services between Aogashima, Hachijojima, Mikurajima, 
Miyakejima, Izu-Ohshima, and Toshima. There are some liners between Honsyu 
(Tokyo, Yokohama, Atami, Shimoda) and Izu Islands. Though the required time 
between Tokyo and Izu Island is 7–10 h by liners, the high-speed jet foils navi-
gates at about 2 h between Tokyo and Izu-Ohshima. Annual visitors to Izu Island 
was about 1,000,000 persons in 1980, but they decreased to about 450,000 visi-
tors in 2008 [8–10]. Tables 7 and 8 are the facilities of airports and the availability 
in Izu Islands. Tables 9 and 10 are facilities of harbors and fi shing harbors in Izu 
Island [11]. 

Upper is in 2011 and lower (    ) is in 2008.
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Table 6: The ratio of the residential area use (%).

Public Commerce House Industry Farming

(1) 19.1 10.8 63.7 4.1 2.3
(2) 30.1  9.9 43.5 12.7 3.8
(3) 20.5 16.3 44.3 12.2 6.6
(4) 23.1 20.2 38.2 14.8 3.7
(5) 15.6 15.5 54.5 8.6 5.8
(6) 26.2 9.2 46.8 11.5 6.2
(7) 13.5 16.2 58.2 7.1 5.1
(8) 45.0 7.5 28.2 11.4 7.8
(9) 19.9 12.4 57.9 6.5 3.3
(1) Izu-Ohshima, (2) Toshima, (3) Niijima, (4) Kouzushima, (5) Miyakejima, (6) Mikurajima, 
(7) Hachijojima, (8) Aogashima, and (9) Isu Islands

Table 7: Facilities of airports.

Airport Ohshima Miyakejima Hachijojima Niijima Kouzushima

Field length (m) 1800 1200 2000 800 800
Apron (m2) 20,525 8350 15,300 3000 3000
Terminal 

building (m2)
2643 491 3975 610 586

Table 8: Availability of airlines.

Haneda–
Ohshima

Haneda–
Miyakejima

Haneda–
Hachijojima

Choufu–
Ohshima

Choufu–
Niijima

Choufu–
Kouzushima

(1) 344 
(630)

115 
(136)

1002 
(1378)

1007 
(987)

1327 
(1244)

892 
(963)

(2) 11,548 
(41,294)

 5,469 
(8,863)

186,150 
(200,045)

19,317 
(16,400)

26,771 
(24,494)

17,414 
(16,766)

(3) 52,214 
(107,521)

41 
(235)

1,386,526 
(2,462,240)

17,790 
(4982)

31,423 
(34,421)

1373 
(3007)

(1) Number of fl ight served by airplane (1round trip fl ight).
(2) Number of passenger (persons).
(3) Flight fl ows (kg).
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Table 9: Facilities of harbors.

Harbor Vessels Facility

Ohshima(Motomachi) 500–5000 (ton) 
(small ship)

Quay     460 m 
Wharf    50 m 
Waiting room 1 (block)

Ohshima (Okada) 500–5000 (ton) Quay     430 m 
Waiting room 1 (block)

Ohshima (Habu) 4000 (ton) Quay     135 m 
Wharf    757 m 
Slipway    1290 m2

Toshima 500–5000 (ton) 
(small ship)

Quay     410 m 
Wharf    137 m 
Slipway    2400 m2

Waiting room 1 (block)
Niijima 500–5000 (ton) 

(small ship)
Quay     380 m 
Wharf    299 m 
Slipway    2400 m2

Waiting room 1 (block)
Shikinejima 5000 (ton) 

(small ship)
Quay     150 m 
Wharf    80 m 
Slipway    3675 m2

Waiting room 1 (block)
Kouzushima 500–5000 (ton) 

(small ship)
Quay     440 m 
Wharf    617 m 
Slipway    7510 m2

Waiting room 1 (block)
Miyakejima (Miike) 500–5000 (ton) Quay     230 m 

Waiting room 1 (block)
Miyakejima (Okubo) Small ship Wharf    30 m
Mikurajima 5000 (ton) 

(small ship)
Quay     300 m 
Wharf    232 m 
Slipway    2335 m2

Hachijojima (Kaminato) 500–5000(ton) Quay     310 m 
Slipway    1320 m2

Waiting room 1 (block)
Hachijyojima (Yaene) 500–5000 (ton) Quay     230 m
Aogashima (Aogashima) (Small ship) Wharf     54 m 

Slipway    588 m2

Waiting room 1 (block)
Aogashima (Ochiyo) (Small ship) Wharf    50 m
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The transport facility on Izu Islands is by bus, car, the motorbike, bicycle, etc. 
Therefore, the road takes an important role on promotions and cultivations of var-
ious industries and the life of inhabitants in Izu Islands. Total lengths of main 
roads paved are about 215 km versus land areas about 300 km2 of Izu Islands 
[8–10]. 

Most of Izu Islands carried out the life of lump because there was no electricity 
before 1953. The electricity coverage of Izu Islands was 98% since 1962 [8–10]. 

Social welfare facilities of Izu Islands are seated by special nursing homes for 
the aged (number of persons admitted 750), home care service centers for the aged 
of each town and village, community comprehensive support center of each town 
and village, life support house for the aged, rehabilitation facilities for physically 
challenged persons in mental, private facilities for physically challenged persons 
in mind and body, living houses for physically challenged persons in mind, home 
support center for children, and community welfare center, etc. of Izu Islands. 
Under medical facilities there are 18 clinics and 1 hospita1; 30 doctors are staying 
in Izu Islands. There are 14 sental offi ces in Izu Islands. There are 18 nursery 
schools with 1000 students. Educational institutes include 15 elementary schools 
(number of schoolchildren 1150), 13 junior high schools (number of students 
600), and 8 high schools (number of students 750) in Izu Islands [12].

Table 10: Facilities of fi shing harbor.

Harbor Breakwater (m) Quay/wharf (m) Slipway (m2)

Ohshima (Motomachi) 568 187 3460
Ohshima (Okada) 330 284 4452
Ohshima (Nomasu) 349 140 2253
Ohshima (Sashikiji) 255 111 1720
Ohshima (Izumitsu) 149  90 2456
Niijima (Wakago) 836 544 4916
Niijima (Habushi) 357 450 1600
Shikinejima (Nobushi) 203 575 2004
Shikinejima (Ohama) 128 203 2756
Kouzushima (Miura) 793 834 2600
Miyakejima (Yunohama) 252 210 2317
Miyakejima (Igaya) 240 298 2625
Miyakejima (Okubo) 357 101 1800
Miyakejima (Tsubota) 654 435 4051
Miyakejimaq (Ago) 202 1060 3090
Hachijojima (Dorinsawa) 544 229 3315
Hachijojima (Nakanogo) 251 105 3748
Hachijojima (kaminato) 598 921 5394
Hachijojima (Yaene) 685 752 4455
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The Izu Islands are a group of volcanic islands in the Fuji Volcanic Belt that 
stretches from north to south for about 540 km. The group consists of Izu Ohshima, 
Toshima, Niijima, Shikinejuma, Kouzushima, Miyakejima, Mikurajima, Hachijo-
jima, and Aogashima islands, and is a part of Fuji Hakone Izu National Park. It is 
administratively a part of Tokyo. Izu-Ohshima, the largest of all the islands, is 
famous for its fl ora, such as camellias and azaleas. It is a popular resort area with 
moderate climate, a fantastic view of Mt. Mihara, and “anko” (the type of clothing 
worn by local women). Flocks of brown boobies live in Toshima. Niijima is 
famous for the scenery at Hanebushi-ura Inlet along its east coast. Shikinejima 
has a number of secluded beaches, hot springs, shrines, and temple. Kouzushi-
ma’s geographical features are intricate, and there are many historical ruins of 
temples and shrines on the island. Miyakejima is famous for camellias and 
hydrangeas. The entire Mikurajima is a vast virgin forest of box trees and chin-
quapins. Hachijojima has wonderful subtropical scenery. Aogashima is famous 
for the festival of cattle. Each island welcomes many visitors every year. All of the 
islands are surrounded by the beautiful ocean, and visitors can enjoy fi shing, surf-
ing, diving, and many other types of marine sports. Dolphin watching is becoming 
more and more popular in recent years. As they are volcanic islands, there are 
plenty of hot springs to be found there as [8–10]. The Promotion Plan of Isolated 
Island in Tokyo over 10 years (2003–2012) [3] was announced by the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government in 2003 and the keynote was the establishment of an 
island based on the tourism that is sightseeing cooperated with agriculture and 
fi shery, synthetic network of communication in viewpoint of visitors, intensifi ca-
tion of highly information and communication bases, and establishment of crisis 
management system. Besides, the maintenance of life environments, medical 
institutions, welfare facilities, educational institutions, cultural properties, etc. is 
planned and executed in Izu Islands at present. Following was the plan for each 
island: Izu-Ohshima for the promotion of sustainable tourism cooperated with 
agriculture, fi shery, and tourism; Toshima for steadiness and improvement of pro-
ductions attempted by a systematic farming and a managing fi shery; Niijima and 
Shikinejima were for the impulsion of tourism through experiences that exploit 
the nature of island over the cooperation of the agriculture, fi shery, and tourism 
with a healing program exploiting the spa under the sea for securing visitors 
through a year; Kouzushima for promotion of the tourism to make use of the 
nature cooperating with the fi shery, and aimed to form a healthy island for relax-
ation and a healing; Miyakejima positioned the grand plan of the area promotion 
for tourism and took actively a sensible approach for conservation of nature over 
relating with the tourism and the other industries of fi shery, agriculture, forestry, 
etc.; Mikurajima planned to activate the island on the basic policy for promoting 
tourism of favorable environment in nature; Hachijojima has promoted the tour-
ism through experience being able to enjoy the bare truth of the island with 
exploiting actively the area resources and training synthetically the agriculture, 
fi shery, and tourism; and Aogashima has activated the economy of the island by 
strengthening and supplying regular sea foods and marine product of brand-name 
goods and special products.
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5 Living standards and environmental hygiene in Izu Islands

The living standard is the level of comfort and wealth that people have. It has been 
investigated by the Asahi Newspaper Company that the energy (Minryoku) [13] 
that people have in the fi eld of production, expenditure, culture, life, etc. is given 
by 10 indices of population IP, number of household IH, income cost subjected 
to taxation II, number of employees IE, produced cost of agriculture IA, annual 
shipped cost of industrial products IS, annual selling cost of retailer IR, deposit 
account ID, number of automobile IC, and number of television contractors IT. 
Table 11 is the index of human energy at each island of Izu Islands in 2000–2005, 
where the index of human energy at Shikinejima is contained in Niijima.

Each index of human energy is calculated as follows: for example, the index of 
population IP is IP = {(population of each area)/(national population)}×100,000,

where 100,000 is the national index, and also the annual shipped cost of indus-
trial products IS and the annual selling cost of retailer IR are calculated by each of 
weight 22 and 47. Consequently, the index of human energy I is calculated by

 I = {IP + IH + II + IE + (IA + 22IS + 47IR)/70 + ID + IC + IT}/8 

Moreover, the index IB of human energy per a person is obtained by IB = I/IP
Table 12 shows changes of IB, where the national average is IB = 100.

Table 11: Index of human energy.

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Ohshima 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.9 7.5 7.2
Toshima 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Niijima 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.7
Kouzushima 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7
Miyakejima 3.2 3.2 2.5 2.5 2.2 3.3
Mikurajima 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Hachijojima 7.5 7.5 7.8 7.8 7.5 7.3
Aogashima 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Table 12: Changes of IB.

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Ohshima 100.0 101.3 102.0 107.7 103.5 100.4
Toshima 150.0 150.0 129.3 109.3 124.6 124.4
Niijima 104.0 100.0 97.1 102.5 108.4 109.3
Kouzushima 88.9 88.9 85.3 90.5 94.8 99.3
Miyakejima 106.7 106.7 84.6 87.6 81.1 126.9
Mikurajima 100.0 100.0 90.7 95.0 91.7 101.0
Hachijojima 101.4 101.4 106.5 107.2 104.8 102.4
Aogashima 100.0 100.0 126.3 113.1 116.7 115.7
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Each island except for Kouzushima is that the index of human energy per 
1 person is 100 or over in 2000–2005. Though the index of human energy per 
person in the center of Tokyo is about 300; indices of human energy at other iso-
lated islands are IB = 80–95.

There are environmental hygiene facilities of 40 barber shops, 49 beauty salons, 
13 laundry shops, 31 public bathhouses, etc.

The water must be saved with each island. The inhabitants of each island were 
depended on the rain water for a long time, but the small-scale water works have 
been expanded since 1953. The coverage of water service arrives at 99% and over 
in 2008. However, the water charge of Izu Islands is higher than one of the main 
land because of being necessary for construction costs and public loans accompa-
nied with small-scale water works. Garbage collection and disposal were dumped 
at coast, stream, etc. or incinerated at garden, yard, etc. by each home before the 
late 1960s. Refuse incinerators were set in each town and village from 1961–1975. 
Collections of garbage by their types are carried out by delegated dealers at pres-
ent. The human waste is treated by pump up and sewage disposal facilities at any 
time [8–10]. 

6 Disaster prevention measures

In Tokyo, tsunami may strike at island areas due to a major earthquake. Niijima, 
Kouzushima, and Miyakejima are designated as areas that have a possibility of 
being affected by tsunami due to a Tokai region (34.5°N, 137°E and 139°E) earth-
quake. The Tokai earthquakes are major earthquakes that have occurred regularly 
with an interval of 100 to 150 years in the Tokai region of Japan. The Tokai seg-
ment has been struck by earthquakes in 1498, 1605, 1707, and 1854. Hachijojima 
is designated as an area that has a possibility of being affected by tsunami due to 
a Tonankai and Nankai region earthquake. The Tonankai earthquake occurred on 
7 December, 1944. It had an estimated magnitude of 8.1 on the moment magnitude 
scale. It triggered a large tsunami that caused serious damage along the Pacifi c 
coast of Wakayama Prefecture (33.5°N, 136°E) and the Tokai region (34.5°N, 
137°E and 139°E). Together the earthquake and tsunami caused 1223 casualties. 
The Nankai earthquakes (33°N, 133°E to 135°E) are great earthquakes that occur 
along the fault that forms the plate interface between the subducting Philippine 
Sea Plate and the overriding Amurian Plate (part of the Eurasian Plate), which dips 
beneath southwestern Honshu, Japan. The 1923, Great Kanto earthquake struck the 
Kanto plain (35°N, 139.5°E) on the Japanese main island of Honsyu on September 
1, 1023. The quake had a magnitude of 8.2 on the Richter scale, with its focus 
deep beneath Izu-Ohshima Island in Sagami Bay. All of these great earthquakes 
have given rise to damaging tsunami. Main tsunami earthquakes of Izu-Ohshima 
Islands that occurred in the past are as follows: In 1498, tsunami height 2.6 m in 
Niijima, 3.1 m in Shikinejima, and 4.0 m in Hachijojima were recorded, and one 
cargo handler at a harbor drowned in Hachijojima. In 1605, 37 people were died 
at Tanigasato in Hachijojima by tsunami height 10–20 m. In 1677, wave runs up 
to Tanigasato by tsunami height 3–4 m in Hachijojima, and one person died and 
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about 10 fi sher boats were fl owed out by tsunami of 3 height m in Aogashima. In 
1703, 56 people died and 58 houses and 18 ships fl owed out at Okada in Ohshima. 
In 1707, tsunami height was 4 m in Hachijojima. In 1854, tsunami height was 
3 m in Ohshima; in 1923, tsunami height was 12 m at Okada in Ohshima; in 
1953, tsunami height was 0.34 m in Ohshima and 1.5 m in Hachijojima. In 1960, 
the tsunami height was 1.0. To prevent tsunami disasters, the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government investigated the potential for tsunami fl ooding islands areas. Tsunami 
fl ooding prediction of Izu-Island was carried out on four cases of assuming Tokai 
earthquake (case 1), assuming Tonankai/Nankai earthquake (case 2), interaction 
assuming Tokai earthquake and assuming Tonankai/Nankai earthquake (case 3), 
and assuming Kanto earthquake (case 4). The calculation range was from below 
Honsyu/Shikoku/the pacifi c of Kyushu to at 26.5°N, and from 131°E to 142.5°E. 
The condition for calculation was started in 1280 m mesh, and calculated in 10 m 
mesh for important areas around the coastal areas. Calculation time is 12 h after an 
earthquake occurs. Table 13 shows the results of tsunami simulation [14].

In order to respond promptly and consistently to emergencies, the Tokyo Met-
ropolitan Government created a special management association with work on 
establishing a crisis management system to gather and analyze information and 
prepare strategic measures. The Tokyo Metropolitan Government established a 
disaster prevention system with the Disaster Countermeasure Headquarters as its 
center and deals with disasters with the national government, municipalities, and 
other agencies based on information from the Disaster Prevention Center. During 
a catastrophic disaster, initial responses will keep damage from spreading. The 
Tokyo Metropolitan Government has established the following initial response 
measures. To respond at night and during holidays, the center has an after-hours 
communication offi ce and accommodations for disaster management staff. Also, 
it installed emergency government wireless systems to secure a system to collect 
and deliver information, seismometer network, supervisory video cameras, and a 
disaster information system to organize disaster information. In the event of a 
catastrophic disaster, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government had set up “Tokyo Met-
ropolitan Government Disaster Countermeasure Headquarters” (headed by the 
governor of Tokyo) to discuss various measures including information gathering, 
fi re fi ghting, fi rst-aid/rescue, etc. and implement them [15]. Izu Islands observe 
typhoons every year. Therefore, each of Izu Islands suffered a lot of strong wind 
or heavy rainfall throughout the year. Also, on Izu Islands series of frequent earth-
quakes have been happening in the past. The Japanese government designates to 
the fortifi ed area of disaster measure for earthquakes The Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government prepared a report of the predicted research on the inundation due to 
Tsunami of Izu Islands in 2004 [3] and planned the disaster prevention measures 
of Izu Islands for the fl ood damages and the earthquakes in 2006 [15]. Each of Izu 
Islands endeavors to stockpile preserved foods, clothing, carpets, etc. based on the 
disaster ordinance of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. Besides, the adjust-
ment on the navigation of the emergency helicopter is practiced and the improve-
ment of the emergency services is strengthened for the safety of the inhabitants. In 
addition, the administrative radio of the disaster was established in 1970, and the 
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Table 13: Tsunami height and concentration time.

Island Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Ohshima 
(Okada)

0.71 m 
20.3 min

0.81 m 
22.2 min

0.92 m 
21.1 min

3.38 m 
4.3 min

Ohshima 
(Motomachi)

1.23 m 
17.8 min

1.45 m 
14.5 min

1.45 m 
14.5 min

1.75 m 
4.1 min

Ohshima 
(Habu)

0.49 m 
21.4 min

0.79 m 
21.6 min

0.97 m 
17.9 min

0.45 m 
7.6 min

Ohshima 
(Senzu)

0.30 m 
22.2 min

0.53 m 
22.6 min

0.50 m 
20.8 min

2.83m 
3.2 min

Toshima 0.85 m 
11.7 min

1.08 m 
14.9 min

1.40 m 
14.1 min

1.93 m 
11.5 min

Niijima 
(Niijima)

2.19 m 
14.6 min

1.52 m 
15.3 min

2.61 m 
13.5 min

1.50 m 
17.4 min

Niijima 
(Wakago)

2.19 m 
14.6 min

1.52 m 
15.3 min

2.61 m 
13.5 min

1.50 m 
17.4 min

Shikinejima 
(Shikinejima)

2.14 m 
14.1 min

2.66 m 
14.7 min

3.37 m 
14.0 min

1.35 m 
7.6 min

Shikinejima 
(Nobushi)

2.14 m 
14.1 min

2.66 m 
14.7 min

3.37 m 
14.0 min

1.35 m 
7.6 min

Kouzushima 2.14 m 
10.1 min

2.45 m 
11.5 min

3.37 m 
10.7 min

0.72 m 
9.5 min

Miyakejima 
(Miike)

1.55 m 
22.3 min

1.70 m 
16.5 min

1.98 m 
16.7 min

0.60 m 
17.1 min

Miyakejima 
(Okubo)

1.31 m 
23.2 min

2.56 m 
16.5 min

2.50 m 
12.8 min

0.80 m 
17.9 min

Miyakejima 
(Igaya)

1.56 m 
22.3 min

3.08 m 
13.9 min

3.64 m 
13.9 min

0.82 m 
8.4 min

Miyakejima 
(Ako)

0.91 m 
19.6 min

1.41 m 
11.9 min

1.61 m 
12.0 min

0.47 m 
20.7 min

Miyakejima 
(Tsubota)

1.09 m 
20.5 min

1.59 m 
14.9 min

1.68 m 
10.4 min

0.54 m 
17.9 min

Mikurajima 1.02 m 
18.3 min

1.23 m 
11.0 min

1.24 m 
6.8 min

0.53 m 
18.8 min

Hachijojima 
(Yaene)

0.95 m 
25.1 min

3.26 m 
23.8 min

3.44 m 
23.6 min

0.49 m 
21.3 min

Hachijojima 
(Kaminato)

1.04 m 
25.4 min

1.98 m 
24.4 min

1.85 m 
24.3 min

0.50 m 
23.6 min

Hachijojima 
(Borawazawa)

0.45 m 
30.5 min

2.04 m 
29.7 min

2.33 m 
29.6 min

0.52 m 
25.1 min

Hachijojima 
(Nakanogo)

0.34 m 
25.5 min

1.70 m 
23.4 min

1.72 m 
23.4 min

0.33 m 
22.8 min

Aogashima 0.24 m 
29.8 min

2.43 m 
27.5 min

2.44 m 
27.6 min

0.18 m 
39.7 min
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information system of disaster in Tokyo Metropolitan Government was innovated 
in 1991. Consequently, it was able to communicate the information of disaster 
between the disaster center of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government and each of Izu 
Islands. Furthermore, equipments of communication were renewed in 2008. 
Another disaster prevention measure of Izu Islands is the volcanic eruption. Izu 
Ohshima is most famous for Mt. Mihara that last erupted in 1986. Also, Mt. Oyama 
of Miyakejima has erupted several times in the recent past. A lava fl ow in 1940 
killed 11 people, and other eruptions occurred in 1962 and 1983. On July 14, 2000, 
Mt. Oyama began another series of eruptions, and by September, the island was 
completely evacuated. After a 4-year period of volcanic emissions, residents were 
allowed to return permanently on February 1, 2005. After the eruption, there has 
been a constant fl ow of sulfuric gas coming from Mt. Oyama. Message dials of 
disaster after eruption of Mt. Oyama in 2000 were supplied and 6 mG radio system 
of Izu Islands was serviced in 2009 [8–10]. Harbor facilities in Izu Islands have 
escape places of inhabitants, transportations of people who are injured, and trans-
port bases of reliefs to the earthquake victims. Airports cover an important role in 
information assemblages, transportation of injured, and transport of reliefs with 
heli-ports in Izu Islands. Moreover, it is necessary to execute disaster prevention 
training, which covers regional trait of each islands constantly. In future, mainte-
nance of harbors being able to berth ferryboat will be required [16]. The Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government created an itemized checklist for municipalities’ offi -
cials, in charge of disaster prevention, to be used for tsunami disaster prevention 
measures, as shown in Table 14 [14]. The signs for tsunami hazard area and the 
objective point for tsunami evacuation, as shown in Figs. 17 and 18, are prepared 
and setup in the island. These signs were designed by the Survey Committee for 
Graphics Symbols for Disaster Preparedness. Municipalities in inland areas use 
these signs to call public attention to Tsunami and manage evacuations. The signs 
for Tsunami hazard area are installed at the potential fl ooded area and for reminder 
or leading people to the escape target point. The signs of the objective point 
for Tsunami evacuation are installed at the nonpotential fl ooded area, for clear 
indication of the escape target point and for the attention to escape to the higher 
area [14].

Being prepared for possible tsunamis each municipality creates tsunami hazard 
maps. Figure 19 shows an example of hazard maps at the Niijima Harbor. The 
inundation water depth is −2.0 to −0.5 m at the coastline, and −0.5 m at the area a 
bit away form the coast. 

The tsunami warning is using the siren for the evacuation from tsunami hazards. 
There are four kinds of siren warning: (1) major Tsunami warning is audible for 
3 s and stops for 2 s intervals, (2) tsunami warning is audible for 5 s and stops for 
6 s, (3) tsunami advisory is audible for 10 s and stops for 2 s, and (4) tsunami 
advisory and Tsunami warning canceled is audible for 10 s, stops for 2 s, and then 
audible for 1 min. Also, the disaster message dial is used in the case when the 
telephone is dead during disaster. The telephone number of disaster message is 
171 in Japan. The disaster Radio Broadcast is broadcast live for residents about the 
scale of tsunami: “alert closely because the tsunami 3 m above at high ground will 
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Table 14: The checklist of tsunami measures.

Item Points

Information of 
earthquake 
tsunami

Understand the past earthquake tsunami.

Information of 
inundation 
areas

Confi rm the arrival time of tsunami and the magnitude of earth-
quake. 

Consider measures of tsunami disaster reduction. 
Refuge 

measures
Confi rm the refuge measures by tsunami disaster drill. 
Act on the basis of the refuge on foot. 
Prohibit the usage of car. 
Inform widely the resident by the hazard map and tsunami 

disaster drill.
Notifi cation 

of tsunami 
warning

Confi rm preparations of communication throughout tsunami 
disaster drill. 

Inform widely the resident by communicating with the public 
relations magazine, hazard-map, siren, broadcasting, public-
ity car, house radio, etc. 

Inform widely the means of communication throughout the 
tsunami disaster drill. 

Introduce the automatic starting system of disaster public radio 
to inform certainly and quickly for the resident. 

Arrange the refuge system of communicating the sea change by 
the occurrence of tsunami. 

Hazard symbol 
and guide 
signs 

Place the hazard symbol and guide signs at the forecasting inun-
dation area and the target point of refuge. 

Place symbols and signs in the order of priority based on the 
plan. 

Inform the place of hazard symbols and guide signs to the resi-
dent by hazard maps, public papers and tsunami disaster drill.

Evacuation 
route

Set the evacuation route to the place of refuge in information of 
tsunami hazard map. 

Maintenance of evacuation route.
Emergency 

stair
Set the emergency stair at the necessary place. 
Inform the place of emergency stair to the resident. 
Maintenance of emergency stair.

Refuge Check location and accommodation of refuge. 
Keep up the bare necessities of refuge (lighting, lavatory, water 

supply, telephone, small car, etc.) 
Stockpile water and food. 
Place sign and guide of refuge. 
Inform the location of refuge for the resident throughout the 

public newspaper and the hazard map.

Continued
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Table 14: Continued

Item Points

Cooperation 
with com-
munity

Grasp people who need assistant for tsunami. 
Make preparations to support and help people who need assistant. 
Enforce the cooperation with community. 
Make and enforce the voluntary organization for disaster 

prevention. 
Inform the necessity of cooperation with community for the 

resident throughout tsunami disaster drill.
Evacuation 

guidance
Prescribe how to evacuation for residents and visitors. 
Check the evacuation preparedness throughout tsunami disaster 

drill.
Preparation of 

rescue and 
salvage

Confi rm the communication system with Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government, fi re station and police offi ce. 

Check the emergency power supply.
Preparation of 

rescue and 
salvage

Confi rm the conveyance preparation of patients to the outside 
of islands by cooperation of government, fi re fi ghting, police, 
and self-defense force. 

Confi rm the preparation of rescue and salvage throughout 
tsunami disaster drill.

Measures for 
customer 
coastal

Measures for evacuation behavior of surfers, swimmers, fi shing 
visitors, divers, etc. 

(advance notice of precautionary warning: siren and handbill). 
Guide and train for lifeguards.

Measures for 
fi shermen

Set the means of escape for fi shermen on land, beach and ship.

Wireless station 
for disaster 
prevention

Make the installation diagram. 
Keep the out of place and set as the need arises. 
Check the status hearing. 
Master the operation.

Tsunami disas-
ter facility

Put the tsunami warehouse in good condition. (store food, medi-
cal supplies, etc.) 

Accommoda-
tion suppliers 

Guide the evacuation guidance of visitors for the accommoda-
tion supplies. 

Open the meeting of tsunami disaster for accommodation 
supplies. 

Prepare the hazard map in the accommodation. 
Earthquake 

emergency 
plan

Keep the law and the target entities. 
Guide the planning.

Lifeline Confi rm the recovery framework. 
Set the emergency water supplies.

Road Check the traffi c control in evacuation time. 
Secure the bypass in fl ooded area. 
Secure the emergency vehicles priority road.
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Item Points

Measures of 
isolated area

Keep the estimated isolated area by tsunami disaster. 
Confi rm the communication means and put isolated area in 

good condition if necessary. 
Confi rm the recovery framework for road administrators. 
Confi rm the aid system for the estimated isolated area.

Information for 
the resident

Take public relations for tsunami (publicity papers and hazard 
map). 

Carry out the disaster management course and training educa-
tion of disaster leaders. 

Apply the record of tsunami in the past. 
Consider the education of tsunami at school. 
Carry out the tsunami emergency drill periodically.

Figure 17: Sign of the Tsunami hazard area.

Figure 18: Sign of the escape target point from Tsunami.
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be forecasted” in the case of major Tsunami warning, “alert because the tsunami 
2 m at high ground will be forecasted” in the case of Tsunami warning, and “alert 
because the tsunami 0.5 m at high ground will be forecasted” in the case of tsu-
nami warning note. Tsunami is informed to residents through the offi cial report 
and public relations as follows: (1) security is the greatest enemy if the earthquake 
shock is too little or not; (2) do not use cars to evacuate to higher ground rather 
than ground remote from the cost; (3) inform family and neighbors, and evacuate 
at high grounds when Tsunami warning or Tsunami advisory are issued, and do 
not return until the Tsunami warning is canceled; (4) notice at high tide because 
the water level will be high; (5) do not enter immediate area of coasts and rivers 
until the Tsunami warning or Tsunami advisory is canceled; (6) evacuate at once 
when the tsunami warning or the tsunami warning advisory is warned because the 
velocity of tsunami is very fast; (7) evacuate until the sea surface becomes calm 
because tsunami often recurs; (8) take care of the low tides; (9) listen a sound 
information by radio, television, disaster radio broadcast, etc.; (10) discuss about 
the evacuation site with family in advance.

– 0.5m under

-2.0m
~-0.5m

Figure 19: Hazard map of Niijima harbor.
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7 Conclusions

At fi rst, it will be considered that the appropriate human population exists on 
each island, that is, the human population of Izu Islands is well established. It is 
an example that the human energy of Izu Islands has been rising year after year 
against a decline in population every year as shown in Tables 1, 11 and 12. There 
is a limit of the numbers evacuating from Izu Islands to other places in a state of 
emergency such as volcanic eruption or Tsunami.

Secondly, maintaining essential infrastructure to be used in emergencies is 
important. The investment extending over a long period of time is required for 
conservation of Izu Islands. Because of this, various plans like 10-year  (2003–2012) 
plan for the promotion of isolated islands in Tokyo have been formulated by the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Government, and the important policy is cooperated with 
agriculture and fi shery, tourism, total transport network, information dispatch 
function, and disaster prevention.

Finally, disaster prevention measures need to be communicated to all island 
inhabitants. The improvement of the following facilities and equipments are being 
promoted so that disaster management activities can be conducted quickly and 
smoothly: observation equipment such as meteorological satellites, weather obser-
vation radar, and seismometers; materials and machinery required for emergency 
response such as fi refi ghting equipment, water tanks, and power generators; sys-
tems for liaising and communicating emergency information such as telecommu-
nications or broadcasting facilities; transportation vehicles such as helicopters, 
ships, and automobiles; facilities for evacuation and headquarters for disaster 
countermeasures. In addition, projects such as fi reproofi ng buildings, providing 
evacuation routes, areas, and facilities for disaster preparation bases have been 
carried out.
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